Abstract. This paper researched on the water filled pipe with elastic wall which is widely used in daily life. Considering the existing of the P-wave and S-wave in the pipe wall, the thin shell model and liquid wall model are not applicable. In this paper, the sound field in the water filled pipe with elastic wall will be analyzed and solved. At the same time, the experiment study on the sound field will be taken, and the insertion loss of different kinds of pipe will be got.
Introduction
The fluid filled pipe is widely used in petrochemical industry, ship and aerocraft industry, and others. In ship industry, the water filled pipe system, for example the water for life pipeline and the cooling water pipeline, is common used in every kind of ships. So, the research of water filled pipeline has excited interest of the researchers at earlier. The acoustic transmission loss through the air pipeline was studied by J. Y. Chung in 1980 [1] . Lamb researched the influence of the elastic wall for the sound spread in the fluid in the pipe [2] . Fuller and Fahy discussed the wave propagation in water filled pipe and energy distribution in the water and the wall [3] . Considering the influence of the Poisson ratio, Thomson calculated the energy distribution in the wall and water [4] . This paper will solve the sound field equations of the water filled pipe with elastic wall, in order to analysis the characteristics of the acoustic propagation in the pipe. At the same time, the experiment of different kinds of pipe will be taken, and the insertion loss of different kinds of pipe will be got.
The sound field in the pipe

Fig 1. The model of the pipe
Suppose that the inner radius of the pipe is b , the outer radius is a , the density of the liquid in the tube is y ρ , the sound velocity is y c , the density of the pipe wall is s ρ , S-wave velocity is s c , P-wave velocity is l c , outside the pipe is the free boundary. The velocity potential function of the pipe wall and the sound field in the pipe should satisfy the Helmholz equation: 
is satisfied with (1),where 
Whereby, we can obtain the total sound velocity in the elastic wall, which is : 
The boundary conditions can be expressed as:
(1) When r=b，particle velocity is continuous in the vertical direction: 
(4) When r=a, tangential stress rz T in elastic medium is zero:
So we can obtain the eigenvalue equation and intrinsic value of the sound field in the tube. Whereby, the Cut-off frequency of the sound field in the elastic tube is can be obtained. The acoustic wave of which frequency is below the cut-off frequency can not propagate in the pipe.
Experimental study of the sound field of the water filled pipe with elastic wall
Select two different material pipes, one is the steel pipe, of which the outer diameter is 6cm, the inner diameter is 3cm, and the tube length is 140cm, another material is the PPR (pentatrico-peptide-repeats),of which the outer diameter is 11.4cm, the inner diameter is 9.8cm,and the tube length is 200cm. During the experiment the transmitting transducer and the receiving transducer respectively are 8105 hydrophone and 8103 hydrophone of B & K company.
Keep the transmitting transducer enclosed in one end of pipe, and connect the other end of the pipe with the reverb tank. Then use the reverberation method to measure the sound radiation power of the sound waves radiated by transmitting transducer after which go through the pipe. When the pipe directly is rigidly connected to the reverb tank, the sound radiation power of the sound waves which is obtained in the reverb tank is as follows: Fig 2 is the sound radiation power of the transducer measured in reverb tank, the following curve is the background noise, and the middle curve is the sound radiation power of the sound waves which go through the pipe. You can find several line spectrum signal exists between 5KHz-15KHz.As of now, These signal is resonance signals of the pipeline motivated by the transducer. Owing to the tube whose diameter is smaller than its length, and tube wall is thick, we can use beam model to analyze. So we can get a conclusion: When one end of the pipe is fixed, the other is free, the vibration frequencies of the beam is shown in equation [3] :
In a word, the resonant frequency of the steel pipe can be calculated. Through contrasting with the frequency of the line spectrum signal, we can get the You can find the line spectrum signal is the resonant frequency of the steel pipe.
In order to prevent vibration of the steel pipe from affecting the outcome of sound field measurements in the reverb tank, paste the steel pipe to the reverb tank through soft rubber. Equivalent to add a short-soft-connected devices between steel pipe and reverb tank. Re-measured, we can get the result as flows in the figure 3.
By comparison of figure 2 and 3, That line spectrum signal is caused by resonance of the steel pipe is once again proved. In addition, it can be seen that the steel pipe has a good effect on cutting off the sound waves whose frequency is below 15kHz in Figure 3 .
Using the PPR to re-measure, the results shown in the figure 4. Can be found the cut-off frequency of sound waves constantly moves to lower frequency, with the increase of the inner diameter of the pipe.
Meanwhile, due to the different sizes of the different pipes, the sound field of the pipe has different effect on sound source, Which led to different radiation impedance, when the sound source is in the different pipes. so the sound field of radiation effects after the cut-off frequency is also different.
According to figure 3 and figure 4 , we may also obtain the insertion loss of the different pipes in figure 5 and 6. 
Conclusion
Due to the different structure and parameters of the pipe, the cut-off frequency of sound waves is not the same in the different pipe. At the same time, the same sound source has different radiation in the pipes, owing to the sound filed in the pipe having effect on the surface of the sound source. This paper gives insertion loss of two different pipe. The sound field in the pipe influences the radiation of the sound source, which is the focus of the next work.
